L.A. Turbine Joins Forces with Chart Industries

President’s Message – Let’s Talk Change

As many know, on July 1, 2021, L.A. Turbine (LAT) officially became part of the Chart Industries (Chart) family. These are exciting times for our companies and together we are a force to be reckoned with. By aligning our talent, knowledge and resources with Chart, L.A. Turbine can deliver our customers a wider set of innovative application solutions, offer an enhanced product and equipment portfolio, extend our aftermarket services and reach, and bring greater innovation and access to comprehensive “top-of-the-line turboexpander expertise through our people, technology, infrastructure, and financial assets.

With Chart we can both capitalize on emerging market opportunities and address the changing needs of existing markets. Our strong technical capabilities, combined with Chart’s market leadership in cryogenic, refrigeration, and gas processing, gives LAT a significant advantage.

Benefits: Let’s Get Specific

- Experiences
- Cost
- Quality
- Safety
- Innovation

Let me be more specific through our people, technology, infrastructure, and financial assets.

- Team collaboration
- Deep expertise
- End-to-end capability
- Global reach
- Strong financial foundation

Our L.A. Turbine FX-TURBO Team

LAT’s FX-TURBO Team reaching out to you... Have a question or a concern? Give +1 855 FX-TURBO or email us at service@LATurbine.com.
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